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Abstract: One of the significant aspect, yet partially explored in women of Uttarakhand, India, is the contribution of
nutritional status in influencing their levels of stress, specifically in reference to their age and marital status. Hence, the
present exploratory research was conducted on 63 women of age range 22-55years in Uttarakhand, firstly, to assess and
classify the nutritional status of the women in accordance to their BMI, secondly, to assess the level of stress experienced
by women in various categories of BMI and lastly, to study the effect of age and marital status as the possible predictors
of variations in stress and BMI. The results revealed an increasing trend in stress with BMI, with women at the risk of
obesity having maximum stress. BMI and stress were found to be significantly influenced by increase in the age and
changes in the marital status.
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INTRODUCTION
The multifaceted challenges concerning
women’s health, which in turn, influence and raise other
issues like infant mortality, reproductive health, child
health, nutritional status, mental health, etc. are
interwoven with the several psychosocial variables
which are of grave relevance to the women’s existence
in developing countries [1,2] .
In India, it was found that, on one hand, the
prevalence of chronic energy malnutrition in tribal
women was significantly higher than the rural women,
and on the other hand, prevalence of obesity and
overweight was higher among rural women than the
tribal women and was also observed that due to
variations in culture, religion and levels of development
among different Indian states, women’s health vary
from state to state [3]. On comparing the nutritional
status of women in Uttarakhand and Madhya Pradesh,
the prevalence of Chronic Energy Deficiency (CED)
was found to be highest in Brahmin women of
Uttarakhand and also demographic variables like age,
family size and marital status were found to be having
an impact on nutritional status of women [4]. Age has
been found to influence stress [5, 6]. It is also reported
that Indian women suffered high rates of malnutrition,
one reason of which may be the mediating effect of
psychological stress, especially in women suffering
from domestic violence [7].
In a study conducted on women in Bangladesh,
association between age group and proportion of
underweight and obese women has been revealed as the

highest percentage of underweight and obese women
falling in the age group of 15-19 years and 35-39 years,
respectively [8]. In a study involving 10,145 married
Bangladeshi women found over one-fourth of the
women underweight, almost 58% had normal weight
and nearly 14% were overweight [9], whereas, in India
the prevalence of chronic energy malnutrition,
overweight and obesity in ever-married women from
15-49 years of age is reported to be 31.2%, 9.4% and
2.6% respectively [10]. 42.54% women of 14 villages
of Kumaun Himalayas, Uttarakhand from 15-59 years
were found to be suffering from various degrees of
chronic energy deficiency (CED) and only 0.74%
belonged to obesity grade [11].
There are contradictions in studies revealing
associations between BMI and experienced stress. A
non significant relationship between body mass index
(BMI) and stress scores among the Malaysian students
was found [12] but at the same time high prevalence of
stress has also been reported in the Indian obese
students as compared to the normal weight students
[13]. Also, there is a paucity of studies unveiling the
influence of age and marital status on the stress levels
of women and their BMI, especially, in the context of
the women in Uttarakhand. Hence, the present study
attempts to explore the following objectives:
 To assess and classify the nutritional status of
the women in accordance to their BMI.
 To assess the level of stress experienced by
women in various categories of BMI.
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To study the effect of age and marital status as
the possible predictors of variations in stress
and BMI.

METHODOLOGY
The present exploratory study is conducted with the
following methodology:
Sampling design: A sample of 63 women were
randomly taken from age range 22 years to 55 years
from Dehradun, Haldwani, Kashipur, Pithoragarh and
Pauri Garhwal areas of Uttarakhand state of India.
Women who were pregnant and suffering from any
form of physical disability and incomplete
questionnaires were excluded from sampling. This
reduced the likelihood of obtaining variations in the
causes of stress enabling an adequate interpretation of
the data.
Tools administered
 Personal Stress Source Inventory (PSSI-sss): It
is developed by Singh et al. [14]. It consists of
35 items and each item had three possible
answer options, namely, seldom, sometimes
and frequently. The scores describing level of
stress are, namely, mild (0-30), moderate (3179) and high (80 and above). The test-retest
reliability of the tool is 0.79 and 0.68 is the
concurrent validity.
 Nutritional status: A self made questionnaire in
which information related to variables under
study and anthropometric details viz. height,
weight were collected for the individuals of
Uttarakhand and BMI was calculated as weight
(kg)/ height (m2). The classification was done
according to Subramanian and Kawachi [15].
Statistical design
Mean scores and percentages were employed to
describe the data. T-test and analysis of variance was

applied to assess the significant difference. Pearson
product moment and point bi serial correlations were
used to measure the relationship between the variables.
RESULTS
The nutritional status of the subjects was
assessed in terms of BMI and the women participants
were classified into 5 groups namely Group A, B, C, D
and E representing underweight, normal, at risk of
overweight,
overweight
and
obese
subjects,
respectively. Out of 63 women participants, 20.6% were
found to be underweight (BMI<18.5kg/m2), 46 % were
normal (BMI 18.5-22.9kg/m2), 12.7% were at risk of
overweight (BMI 23-24.9 kg/m2), 17.5 % were
overweight (BMI 25-29.9 kg/m2) and 3.2 % were obese
(≥30 kg/m2). The mean ±SD stress scores of
underweight, normal, at risk of overweight, overweight
and obese subjects were 28.08± 7.35, 43.24±17.44,
54.6±15.10, 39.18±15.8 and 29±9.8, respectively. A
significant difference in BMI for all the 5 groups was
observed whereas for stress level a significant
difference between group A and group C as well as
group E and group C was seen denoting that group A
and E had significantly lower stress than group C. The
maximum stress scores were observed for subjects who
were at risk of overweight, followed by normal
subjects, overweight subjects, obese subjects and
underweight subjects.
To see the effect of BMI on stress, the stress scores in
all the groups were compared with scores of normal
BMI subjects. The t-test results showed that Group A
had significantly lower score than normal ie.
underweight subjects had significantly lower stress.
Comparison of Group C, D and E with Group B
(normal BMI subjects) did not show statistically
significant difference. Thus an increasing trend in level
of stress with an increase in BMI was seen which
further showed a decreasing trend with overweight and
obese subjects (Table 2).

Table 1: Description of subjects according to BMI and their corresponding stress scores
Group

BMI range
(kg/m2)

Number of
subjects

BMI*
(kg/m2)

Stress
Scores*

Mean age

A

< 18.5

13

17.24±0.69

28.08±7.35

23.31

Unmarried
84.6

Married
15.4

B

18.5-22.9

29

20.55±1.14

43.24±17.44

29.86

44.8

55.2

C

23-24.9

08

23.8±0.57

54.63±15.10

36.12

12.5

87.5

D

25-29.9

11

25.72±0.564

39.18±15.8

37.9

9.1

90.9

E

≥30

02

31.2±0.0

29±9.8

47.5

0

100

1.47

24.63

CD at5%

Marital status (%)

*mean±SD, CD= Critical difference at p<0.05
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Table 2. Stress in various categories of BMI in comparison to the normal BMI subjects
Group
A

BMI* (kg/m2)
17.24±0.69

Stress Scores*
28.08±7.35a

B
C
D

20.55±1.14
23.8±0.57
25.72±0.564

43.24±17.44b
54.63±15.10b
39.18±15.8b

E

31.2±0.0

29±9.8b

*mean±SD, The figures with different superscript show statistically significant difference.
In order to uncover the possible reason for bell shape
deviation in level of stress with increase in BMI, age
and marital status of the subjects were further studied as
possible predictors. It was seen that as the age of the
subjects increased, the BMI increased. Also the higher
stress score was observed for the subjects in the age
range of 30-38 years. This is the age when Indian
women undergo lot of transformation in their life and
needs to make maximum adjustments. Various
activities viz. marriage, adjustment with new
environment, parenthood, adjustment with in-laws,
financial stress etc. may be factors contributing to the
stress in this age group.
With the augmentation in percentage of married
women, the BMI increased. A high percentage (84.6%)
of unmarried women reported significantly lower level
of stress scores. The stress level increased as the
proportion of married women increased, but decreased
in the Group E, probably due to attainment of stability
in life as these women reported more than 20 years of
marriage.
The correlation of age and marital status with BMI as
well as stress level was studied and a significant
positive correlation was revealed for age and BMI as
well as stress. The marital status also significantly
influenced the BMI and stress (Table 3).
Table 3: Association of BMI and Stress with age and
marital status
Age(r)
BMI
Stress

0.648**
0.3394**

Marital
status(rpb)
0.5**
0.39**

** Significant at< 0.01 %
DISCUSSION
In the present study we have evaluated that
underweight subjects had significantly lower stress,
which increased as the BMI increased, with maximum
stress level for women who were at the risk of being
overweight. The observations are in line with other
study [13] in which a similar association between BMI
and stress was seen.

Further age and marital status were studied as the
possible factors influencing the BMI and stress levels.
The increase in BMI with increase in age was observed
which may be due to increase in weight with time [16]
and also the increase in BMI with increase in marital
status was seen which was alike to the observations by
another study[17]. The increase in BMI with marital
status was attributed to increase in social activities and
decrease in physical activities after marriage [18]. A
research [19] revealed that married subjects and
subjects in the age range of 31-35 experienced higher
stress than unmarried and those in the age range of 2630 as well as 36-40 years. This is in support of our
results in which the level of stress was highest for the
women subjects in the age group of 30-36, which
further decreased in the age range of 38-48, probably
because women in the age range of 40-60 were found to
be better in coping strategies as compared to women in
the younger age [20]. Married women with children at
home, experience higher level of stress which is true as
in our study as the Group A with highest percentage of
unmarried women with no children faced lowest degree
of stress[21]. Older (more than 30 years) and married
people suffer more degree of stress due to work/home
conflict [22] and greater responsibilities [23].
CONCLUSION
The current study revealed that BMI has an impact
on level of stress in women. The women at risk of
being overweight had highest level of stress. The
underweight women had significantly lower score for
stress than women with normal BMI. Both age and
marital status of women significantly influenced the
BMI and stress level. However since this has been an
exploratory research, further researches are required to
validate the findings with larger sample. Moreover
paucity of researches pertaining to BMI and stress
levels in Uttarakhand region opens new avenue for
conducting studies in this arena in the region.
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